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An lmproved Method for Calculating Control Rod Reactivity Worths in Fast 

Sodium Cooled Reactor Cores 

ABSTRACT 

An improved method is presented to determine the reactivities of strongly inhomoge

neaus control rod arrangements in fast sodium cooled reactor cores. The method is 

based on a detailed evaluation of the multiplication constants for the rods embedded 

in a large surrounding of fuel material. These calculations are performed using two-di

mensional transport theory, with an accurate representation of the actual geometry in 

RG Coordinates and with fine discretizations in coordinate space and energy. 

Three-dimensional whole core calculations are carried out in diffusion approximation, 

with a coarse spatial hexagonai-Z mesh and few energy groups, replacing the individ

üal reactor cells by homogeneaus arrangements. The homogenized macroscopic 

group cross sections are generated with standard methods, however using reduced 

boron contents of the absorber pins as compared with their actual values. The ap

propriate boron concentrations are found by comparing the control rod reactivity 

worths resulting from the two-dimensional transport calculations with those de

termined from corresponding diffusion calculations with homogenized compositions 

for the corresponding regions, which possess as many features of the final whole core 

calculations as possible. ln this way, the corrections necessitated by the heterogene

ity, transport, mesh, and condensation effects are incorporated in the macroscopic 

cross sections. With these as input, the computed rod worths of the secondary shut

down system of the SUPERPHENIX-1 (SPX-1) power production core are essentially 

improved as compared with results of earlier calculations. This progress of the calcula

tional method is clearly demonstrated by a comparison with measured reactivity 

worths. 



Eine verbesserte Methode zur Berechnung von Kontrollstab-Reaktivitätswerten 

in schnellen natriumgekühlten Reaktorkernen 

KURZFASSUNG 

Im vorliegenden Bericht wird eine Methode zur Reaktivitätsbestimmung von stark in

homogenen Steuerstabanordnungen in schnellen natriumgekühlten Reaktoren vor

gestellt. Die Methode basiert auf einer detaillierten Bestimmung der Multi

plikationskonstanten für den Fall, in dem die Stäbe in eine große Zone von 

Brennstoffmaterial eingebettet sind. Diese Rechnungen werden in zweidimensionaler 

Transporttheorie durchgeführt, mit einer genauen Nachbildung der tatsächlichen Geo

metrie in Re-Koordinaten und mit feiner Diskretisierung im Ortsraum und in der En

ergie. Dreidimensionale Ganzkern~.echnungen werden in Diffusionsnäherung mit 
·• 

einem groben Hexagbnai-Z-Ortsgitter' und wenigen ·Energiegruppen durchgeführt, 

wobei die einzelnen Reaktorzellen durch homogene Anordnungen ersetzt werden. Die 

Homogenisierung der makroskopischen Gruppenwirkungsquerschnitte erfolgt mit 

üblichen Methoden, jedoch wird der Borgehalt der Absorberstäbe gegenüber dem 

tatsächlichen Wert verringert. Die angepaßten Borkonzentrationen werden durch 

Vergleich der Steuerstabreaktivitätswerte festgelegt, die sich aus den zweidi

mensionalen Transportrechnungen ergeben, mit denjenigen aus entsprechenden 

Diffusionsrechnungen mit homogenisierten Materialmischungen für die entspre

chenden Bereiche. Es wird darauf geachtet, daß das dazu verwendete Rechenmodell 

in möglichst vielen Punkten mit demjenigen der abschließenden Ganzkernrechnungen 

vergleichbar ist. Dementsprechend sind die Korrekturen, die der Heterogenitäts-, der 

Transport-, der Maschen- und der Kondensationseffekt erfordern, in den makrosko

pischen Wirkungsquerschnitten enthalten. Mit diesen Wirkungsquerschnitten als Ein

gabe verbessern sich die berechneten Stabwerte des Zweitabschaltsystems des 

SUPERPHENIX-i (SPX-i )-Leistungskerns wesentlich gegenüber den Ergebnissen 

früherer Rechnungen. Dies wird durch einen Vergleich mit gemessenen Reaktivitäten 

bestätigt. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

ln order to guarantee the shut-down safety of a nuclear power reactor, it is necessary 

to determine the reactivity changes caused by the movement of control rods with high 

accuracy. Therefore, it would be desirable to perform calculations on the highest Ievel 

of computational methods available, i.e. using transport theory with high resolution in 

space and energy variables, and to describe the geometry of the arrangement very 

precisely. However, for the entire fuel zone of a nuclear power plant, this task is far 

from being practicable up to now due to restrictions on CPU time and storage capacity 

even with the most powerful computers, since the reactor core is a very complex het

erogeneaus geometrical arrangement, consisting of some hundreds of elements of 

different kinds (fuel elements, control rods, etc.), which, on their parts, in general pos

sess a pronounced internal structure. Hence, a number of approximations have to be 

applied. ln order to make the problern tractable, the ·diffusion. approximation to the 

transport equation is applied, with a relatively coarse spatial resolution to Iimit the 

number of mesh points. To make this coarse mesh calculations possible, the internal 

structure of the individual elements cannot be described anymore; rather, the actual 

element geometries and material compositions are replaced by appropriate homo

geneous arrangements. ln addition, to keep computational cost and storage require

ments acceptable, it is advisable to restriet the calculations to a small number of 

energy groups. 

The main task consists in producing appropriate homogeneaus macroscopic cross 

sections for the various elements of the reactor core, which make the corresponding 

material mixtures neutronically equivalent to the original heterogeneaus arrange

ments. This type of adapted homogenization procedure for the secondary shut-down 

system SAC (systeme d'arret complementaire) of the French fast sodium cooled reac

tor SUPERPHENIX-i (SPX-1) /1/, is the subject of the present investigation. 

Diffusion calculations for the SPX-1 core have already been performed earlier by BEL

GONUCLEAIRE (BN) and Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) /2/. The set of ho

mogeneous macroscopic cross sections for the various hexagonal cells of the reactor 

core needed as input was generated from simplified one-dimensional cylindrical mo

dels of the cells. The heterogeneaus cross sections were flux-volume weighted with 

the help of the results of corresponding collision probability calculations for these mo

dels. 



This analysis resulted in rod worths for the secondary shut-down system of SPX-1 

which were too large by approximately 20 % as compared with the corresponding ex

perimental values. An overestimation of this magnitude was rather surprising, since 

similar calculations for the critical assernblies SNEAK, ZEBRA and MASURGA had 

yielded substantially smaller deviations from the experimental rod worths /2,3/. lt has 

tobe noticed, however, that the SPX-1 control rods exhibit a much more pronounced 

degree of heterogeneity than those of the corresponding control rod designs investi

gated in most of the critical experiments. A secondary shut-down system rod is sche

matically shown in Fig. 1; it consists of three vertical active sections, the upper and 

middle of which are identical. (We shall from now on use the notations "lower SAG" 

and "upper SAG" for the lower part of the control rod, and for the upper and middle 

parts, respectively). 

lt can be seen from Fig. 1 that a ans-dimensional cylindrical modelling of the SAGs 

can be periormed only in a very schematical way, which makes the homogenization 

procedure based on this modelling more doubtful than in cases where the absorber 

arrangements are less heterogeneous. Furthermore, in establishing the ans-dimen

sional model an appreciable degree of arbitrariness is introduced in quantities which 

are important for the neutron flux distributions, like the suriace-to-volume ratio of the 

absorber material; this deteriorates the reliability of the final whole-core results. 

Although there exist various refined methods for generating homogeneaus cross sec

tians basedonans-dimensional control rod models /4-8/, these procedures are some

times fairly complicated and in general suffer more or less from the shortcomings 

implied by the simplified representation of the absorber geometry. ln the present in

vestigation, a method is presented which is based on a two-dimensional reference 

transport calculation with a rather detailed modeHing of the control rod geometry. Al

though the absorber cross sections are again homogenized using a ans-dimensional 

cylindrical model, the disadvantages arising from this procedure are substantially miti

gated. This is achieved because not the primary homogeneaus cross sections result

ing from the ans-dimensional transport runs are taken as input to the whole-core 

diffusion calculation; rather, these cross sections are adjusted on the basis of the de

sired reference rod worths. 

After briefly outlining the earlier KfKIBN method, the new concept is described in sec

tion 2, and the essential differences between both strategiss are explained. Details of 
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the calculations for the absorber elements are presented in section 3. First, we give a 

description of the reference transport calculations, including the geometrical model for 

the control rods, and then address the production of modified homogenized cross sec

tions. ln section 4, results of whole-core diffusion calculations using these cross sec

tians as input for the secondary shut-down system are presented. After some critical 

remarks conceming the used buckling (section 5), we close the presentation with a 

briet summary and give our conclusions in section 6. An overview of the applied nu

merical programmes can be found in the appendix. 

Asthis work was performed in cooperation between GRS and KfK, it will be published 

as GAS-report and in the same form as KfK-report. 
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2 SURVEY OF THE FORMER AND PRESENT APPROACHES TO 

PRODUCE HOMOGENIZED ABSORBER CROSS SECTIONS 

Before presenting our method for computing the SAG-reactivities in detail, we briefly 

review the strategy used so far by KfKIBN. 

For both parts of the SAG, homogenized cross sections were generated with the 

one-dimensional collision probability code KAPER4 /9/. To apply this method, the 

actual absorber pins had to be replaced by azimuthally homogeneaus structures, 

namely a ring for the lower and a cylinder for the upper SAG, both containing mixtures 

of boron carbide, sodium and steel, such that the original material amounts were pre

served, with outer (and for the ring also inner) radii equalling the radii of the pin en

velopes, cf. Fig. 2. These arrangements were embedded in a fuel ring of 20 cm 

thickness. The neutron fluxes were determined for 26 energy groups, with the KFKINR 

nuclear data library /1 0/ as basis. Using the results of the "old supereell model 11 cal

culations, so-called transport corrected homogeneaus cross sections were generated 

by a flux-volume weighting over the control rod region. These cross sections were fi

nally collapsed to four energy groups and used as input for the SAG regions in whole 

core calculations in three-dimensional coarse mesh hexagonal geometry with the finite 

difference diffusion code D3D/D3E /11/. Obviously, by this method, uncertainties are 

introduced, whose effects on the final results are difficult to estimate a priori, mainly 

arising from the rough geometrical model used for the homogenization procedure, and 

from shortcomings of the diffusion approximation employed for the control rod worth 

calculations. ln Table 1, computed SAG rod worths /2/ are shown for two different in

sertion depths of the main control system SGP (systeme de commande principal), and 

compared with values measured in the start-up phase. The unit pcm means that the 

reactivities (k-1 )/k, where k is the multiplication constant, as weil as differences be

tween them, are multiplied by 105• lt can be seen that the experimental results were 

strongly overestimated. 

To get rid of at least part of the difficulties involved in the method outlined above, a 

new approach for obtaining appropriate homogenized cross sections is chosen, which 

is described in the following. 

As a first step, the reactivity worths of the bare SAG segments, i.e. embedded in a 

large homogeneaus core cylinder, are computed against a sodium foliower in the best 
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way that is possible. Forthis purpose, the two-dimensional transport code TWODANT 

/12/ in Re geometry is employed. These "reference transport model" calculations are 

performed for detailed representations of the real absorber geometries with high 

space and energy resolution. 

ln the next step, homogenized cross sections are produced in a similar manner as 

with the old supereell model, namely for one-dimensional arrangements with the 

KAPER4 code. But in cantrast to the former approach, these cross sections are now 

to be considered only as a first guess and will be modified iteratively in an appropriate 

way. 

With these cross sections, diffusion calculations are performed to obtain the reactivity 

differences between the sodium foliower and the homogenized bare control rods, 

again embedded in a core cylinder as it was the case in the transport calculations. 

The D30/D3E code is run in cylindrical geometry mode with the input chosen as simi_

lar to the final whole core calculations as possible, namely in three dimensions, with a 

coarse spatial mesh and few energy groups. As could be expected, the reactivity dif

ferences obtained within these homogeneaus calculations do not agree with the ref

erence values from the TWODANT calculations; they are too large in absolute 

magnitude, i.e., the homogenized control rod models in diffusion approximation are 

too effective as compared with the detailed ones in transport theory. 

To remedy this deficiency, the homogeneaus cross sections have to be altered such 

that the absorption effect is reduced. This is done by performing again KAPER4 cal

culations with suitably modified input data to be described later in detail. With these 

new cross sections, the new reactivity worths obtained in subsequent diffusion cal

culations are already closer to the reference values. 

The remainder of the procedure is rather straightforward: alternately KAPER4 and 

D3D/03E are run to produce modified homogeneaus cross sections and to calculate 

reactivity differences with these as input, respectively, until the transport theory refer

ence values are reproduced. Only few iteration steps are necessary since the reactiv

ity worths from the first few runs can be employed to estimate the correct input 

parameters for KAPER4. These suitably adjusted cross sections yielding reactivity dif

ferences identical to those of the detailed transport calculations are finally used as 

input for the SAG cells in the whole core diffusion calculations. 
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ln the procedure described above, the reference calculations are performed on a high 

computationallevel, whereas the calculations for the correspondlng homogeneaus ar

rangements closely resemble the final whole core runs. Forthat reason, a I arge part of 

the corrections necessitated by the rather rough modelling inherent to the whole core 

calculations arealready taken into account in the homogenized cross sections, name

ly: (1) heterogeneity effects, (2) transport effects, (3) condensation effects, and (4) 

mesh effects. Hence it can be expected that these cross sections are suitable to de

scribe the SAC cells in the production calculations, so that no a posteriori correction is 

needed anymore for the resulting control rod worths. 
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3 DETAILS OF THE PRESENT CALCULATIONS FORTHEBARE 

CONTROL RODS 

ln this section, we give a detailed description of our calculations. We begin with the 

method for obtaining the reference reactivities, and then present the procedure for 

computing equivalent homogeneaus cross sections. 

3.1 The Reference Calculations 

We attempt to calculate the reactivities of the lower and upper parts of the SAC, em

bedded in a large cylinder of core material, as exactly as possible with a reasonable 

amount of computing time. For this purpose, we utilize the two-dimensional transport 

code TWODANT /'1 2/, which solves the multigroup, time-independent Boltzmann 

equation with the discrete-ordinates method för the· angular dependence of the neu

tron flux, and the diamond-difference scheme for spatial discretization. As a first step; 

we have to model the real SAC geometry in a way which is suitable as input for 

TWODANT. 

3.1.1 The Control Rod and Sodium Foliower Models 

Horizontal cuts through the lower and upper SAC were displayed in Fig. 1 a. Among 

the three geometries possible within TWODANT, XY, RZ, and Re, the latter one is 

most appropriate for describing these horizontal cuts. ln Fig. 3a, sketches of our mo

dels for both parts of the control rod are shown. We have replaced the original hexag

onal outer shape by a circle of the same area; the thickness of the steel ring is chosen 

such that the area of the hexagonal sheath is preserved. The radial midpoints of the 

model absorber "pins" agree with the centres of the original ones, and the half open

ing angle -ö is determined by requiring that the distance between the "pin" radial mid

point and the centre of a side equals the original pin radius r, i.e., 2 R sin (-ö/2) = r, 
where R is the distance between the centre of a pin and the rod axis. Furthermore, we 

require the areas of the model and real absorbers to be identical, yielding for the 

model "pin" thickness d = n r2/(2 -öR). The model absorber composition is a mixture of 

the original absorber and steel cladding materials, appropriately diluted to take ac

count of the gap between the absorber cylinder and the cladding. For clarity, a de-
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tailed sketch of the upper SAC model geometry is displayed in Fig. 3b. Finally, the ar

rangements are surrounded by a !arge fuel annulus of about 120 cm outer radius with 

vacuum outer boundary condition (cf. Fig. 3); this value for the radius is rather arbit

rary and was chosen such that the resulting multiplication constants k-eff will not devi

ate too much from unity. 

The model for the foliower is obtained by simply substituting each absorber pin with 

sodium. 

After these preparations, the TWODANT input data set for computing the SAC rod 

worth within the reference transport model can be set up. 

3.1.2 Reference Transport Model Calculations· and Results 
. ·." . 

Neutron fluxes and multiplication constants are computed separately for the lower and 

upper SAC models shown in Fig. 3a, with 26 energy groups on the basis of the 

KFKINR adjusted nuclear data library, from which macroscopic cross sections are pro

duced with the module GRUCAL /13/ of the KfK programme system KAPROS /14,15/. 

A fine spatial mesh is applied, with radial widths of about 0.5 cm inside the rod and 

2.5 cm inside the fuel annulus, and azimuthal widths of about 3.5°, corresponding to 

approximately 0.5 cm on the rod surface. For the angular discretization, the Sn order 

of 4 is chosen. Since Re geometry is used, the finite height cannot be described by a 

z-dependence; therefore, axial leakage must be taken into account in another way. 

This is done via introducing a material and energy independent buckling by modifying 

the cross sections applying the KAPROS-module SIGMUT /16/. A numerical value of 

82 = 8.62 x 1 0-4 cm-2 is chosen which approximately corresponds to the actual core 

height of 100 cm; it has been determined by requiring that a three-dimensional 

D3D/D3E diffusion calculation in ReZ geometry with vanishing extrapolated flux as 

boundary condition and a corresponding Re calculation with buckling yield identical 

multiplication constants for the sodium follower, again placed in a fuel annulus of 

about 120 cm outer radius, using homogenized KAPER4 cross sections. Provided that 

the application of a material- and energy-independent buckling is adequate, this value 

is furthermore confirmed by performing calculations for corresponding ring-shaped 

control rod models in RZ geometry with the two-dimensional diffusion code DIXY2 
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(again with vanishing extrapolated flux on the surface) and the related evaluation 

codes /17/, which allow to calculate bucklings directly. 

ln Table 2, the main results of our reference calculations are shown, namely the multi

plication constants of the sodium foliower and both SACs, tagether with the rod 

worths. 

ln Fig. 4, we additionally display contour plots of the neutron fluxes resulting from the 

reference transport model for one quadrant of the interior section of the lower SAC. 

For the sake of lucidity, however, these plots refer to a calculation with only four en

ergy groups, where the original 26 groups have been collapsed by using the KAPROS 

module SIGMNC /18/ according to the scheme 1-4 -> 1; 5,6 -> 2; 7-10 -> 3; 11-26 -> 

4. The normalization of the fluxes is chosen such that the fission source rate is nor

malized to the multiplication constant. (Note that the slight deviations from a symmetri

cal distribution which are in contradiction to the symmetrical geometry of the SAC 

absorbers are caused by numerical uncertainties in the data preparation routine for 

the graphics programme). The graphs illustrate the streng spatial dependence of the 

neutron fluxes in the region between the absorbers, with large depressions at the 

positions of the boron carbide pins. This can also be seen in Fig. 5, where the radial 

dependence of the fluxes is displayed inside the rod at the azimuthal angles of oo 
(through the centre of a pin) and 22.5° (between two pins). The verticallines represent 

the inner and outer edges of the absorber pins. 

Figure 5 also shows the results of a corresponding D3D/D3E diffusion calculation. The 

fluxes are normalized in the same way as in the transport calculations, i.e. the fission 

source rate is normalized to k-eff. We recognize that diffusion theory cannot ad

equately describe the extremely inhomogeneaus arrangements we are dealing with; in 

particular, the flux variation in the absorber region for the high-energy groups is poorly 

reproduced. As a further Illustration for the necessity of a transport calculation, the re

activities resulting from the four-group TWODANT and D3D/D3E runs are compared in 

Table 3. lt should be mentioned that despite the appreciable discrepancies between 

the 4-group and 26-group multiplication constants computed with transport theory, the 

rod worths against the sodium foliower agree within 10 - 15 pcm, which is less than 

1% of the rod worths for both the lower and the upper SAC. 
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To facilitate the interpretation of the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5, some additional 

comments might be helpful: 

a) Obviously there is a considerable azimuthal dependence of the neutron fluxes 

in the radial range 3.5 through 6 cm, i.e., in the region which contains the ab

sorber pins. This effect is not at all surprising but one should have in mind 

that with the cylindrical model employed in the cross section production of the 

former analysis, such an effect could not be taken into account. 

b) The azimuthal dependence, i.e., the deviation between the curves for oo and 

22.5°, respectively, is much more pronounced in transport than in diffusion 

theory. 

c) The flux depression (or the neutron attenuation when going from the fuel re

gion into the absorber region and then towards the centre of the control rod) is 

strenger in transport than in diffusion calculations (incidentally for group 4 the 

fluxes in the central part are roughly in agreement). For the proper interpreta

tion of the results presented in Fig. 5 one should have in mind that the ordi

nate scales are adapted to the respective curves shown for each energy 

group. 

d) The fluctuations exhibited by the transport solutions inside the the homogene

aus region within a radius smaller than about 3.5 cm are probably not realistic. 

ln Fig. 6, the reference transport model results, again computed with only four energy 

groups, for the sodium foliower and both SACs in the whole calculated region, are 

compared with each other, displaying the global influence of the presence of the ab

sorber elements. Here, the vertical lines denote the edge of the control rods, i. e. the 

location of the steel sheath. 

From the point of view of reactor physics it is interesting to note the remarkable flux 

peaking in the foliower region for the low energy neutrons which are collapsed in 

group 4 (for the fairly coarse energy group structure used here for illustration pur

poses). 
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3.1.3 Confirmation of the Results 

After having obtained the reference values for the rod worths in transport theory, we 

briefly investigate the quality of our calculations with regard to the geometrical model, 

the spatial grid, and the Sn order. 

a) Geometrical Model 

ln addition to the geometries shown in Fig. 3a, we have also performed 26-group 

TWODANT calculations with a more detailed description of the absorber pins as out

lined in Fig. 7. The results, not only for the reactivity differences, but also for the abso

lute magnitudes of the multiplication constants, are practically identical to the numbers 

given in Table 2, with differences in ~klk of less than 2 x i o-s (less than 0.15 % of the 

rod worths) for both the lower and the upper SACs. 

The neutron fluxes arealso fairly similar for both cases, as can be seen by comparing 

the contour plots resulting from both geometries of the lower SAC in a four energy 

group calculation, Figs. 4 and 8, with the difference that the edged absorber shapes of 

the first model were still visible in the flux maps, whereas the fluxes resulting from the 

detailed geometry representation follow more closely the actually cylindrical shapes of 

the absorber pins. But in. general the shape of the contour lines for corresponding flux 

Ieveis is in good agreement between Figs. 4 and 8; even the flux Ievei of the minimum 

and its position within the rod for all energy groups do not differ appreciably between 

the results for the two models. Only at the lower flux Ieveis close to the centre of the 

pins some deviations in the shapes can be observed. This confirms that the assump

tions inherent in the modelling prescription were reasonable. ln particular it was ap

propriate to keep the absorber area constant because even for the thick SAC pins 

volume absorption is much more important than surface absorption. 

From this satisfactory overall agreement of the results, in particular for the multiplica

tion constants, we conclude that the prescriptions leading to the geometrical model 

displayed in Fig. 3a are reasonable and may also be used for similar arrangements in 

future investigations. 

At this place, one remark is appropriate concerning the choice of the core radius, 

which is, within certain Iimits, a free parameter. lt turns out that a variation of this 
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radius alters not only the multiplication constants, but also the reactivity differences 

between sodium foliower and SACs substantially. (Changing the core radius means 

that the reactivity worths of both the central foliower and the central absorber regions 

will undergo changes, but not by the same amount). However, this does not influence 

the homogenized macroscopic cross sections whose generation is described in sub

section 3.2, provided that the core radius in the homogeneaus diffusion calculations 

equals that of the transport calculations, since then the corresponding reactivity differ

ences change by the same amount. 

b) Spatial Grid 

To examine whether the mesh widths chosen are sufficient to produce reliable results, 

we have calculated multiplication constants with twice the number of meshes in both 

the radial and azimuthal directions, for four energy groups, however. The differences 

to the four-group results with the original grid are again negligible, being of the order 

of i 0-5 in .1k/k for the sodium follower, and even less for the SACs, leading to - 0. i % 

for the rod worths. 

c) Sn Order 

Finally, we have increased the Sn order to n = 8 and performed the corresponding 

four-group calculations. Although for this case the discrepancies between the n = 4 

and n = 8 multiplication constants rase to 3 - 6 x 1 0-4, the rod worths differ only by 20 -

30 pcm (i.e., - 1.5 % rel.), a magnitude which does not significantly influence our re

sults for the whole core calculations, as will become evident later. 

Before closing this section a few remarks seem appropriate. 

The Re calculational model described above (Fig. 3) allows radial "streaming" of neu

trons through the gaps located between the absorber parts. These gaps are filled 

with coolant which is fairly transparent for neutrons. Thus, this Re model fairly weil 

simulates the important flight paths for neutron propagation from the surface to the 

centre and to the opposite surface of the rod in the real arrangement of absorber pins 

in the SAC rod. 
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ln addition, the volume (or in this case the area) of the absorber pins is preserved. 

This type of preservation is an adequate requirement for a fast reactor because the 

flux depression within the absorber is not too pronounced, as can be seen from Figs. 

4 and 8. Thus, volume absorption is more important than surface absorption, which in 

turn would probably be dominant in thermal reactors for which preservation of the sur

face instead of the volume (or area) would be a more suitable requirement. 

For these reasons, our reference transport model appears reasonable to establish a 

rather close correspondence between reality and the related calculational model in 

R8-geometry. 

When comparing the contour lines in Figs. 4 and 8, respectively, one becomes aware 

that at Ieveis close to the centre of the pin the lines for the detailed model (Fig. 8) are 

rather circular, as could be expected, whereas for the chosen Re-model they have a 

flat elliptical shape. This behaviour is plausible when remembering the conditions 

which have to be met by this model: 

(a) preservation of area; 

(b) preservation of the radial (and azimuthal) midpoint; 

(c) agreement between pin radius and the distance between the radial midpoint 

and the midpoint of the azimuthal flat. 

The noncircular shape is due to the fact that the azimuthal extension is too large as 

compared with the radial extension. This situation could be improved by requiring in

stead of condition (c) above, the modified condition 

(c') that the distances between the radial midpoint and the closest points on the radial 

and azimuthal surfaces have to be equal. One could hope that in this way the corre

sponding contour lines would become more circular. 

However, when looking at the consequences of this alternative condition one be

comes aware that its realization means that probably too much absorber material is 

placed close to the surface of the rod (i.e., moved in outward direction). This induced 

rearrangement of material might Iead to an increased effectiveness of the absorber 

(too much material too close to the fuel region surrounding the absorber rod). 
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To improve the situation in this respect it seems conceivable that instead of preserving 

the radial midpoint, it might be more suitable to preserve the centre of gravity, i.e., to 

require that 

(b') the mass centre of the "pseudo-pin" in R8-geometry should agree with the posi

tion of the real pin centre. Fulfilment of this condition probably improves the chance of 

being able to keep the local flux minimum within the absorber region approximately at 

the same position for the Re-model as for the real pin configuration of the absorber 

rod. 

One could imagine that an alternative proposal for an even more representative Re 

calculational model could be suggested on the basis of the above conditions (a), (b'), 

and (c'), i.e., 

(I) preservation of absorber area; 

(II) preservation of the mass centre; 

{II I) equal shortest distances between the midpoint (not centre of gravity) and all 

external surfaces of the "pseudo-pin". 

ln summary it is evident that several possibilities of combining plausible requirements 

are existing. The most appropriate choice among them may presumably depend on 

the particular problern co·nsidered. But - apart possibly from exceptional cases - the 

specific choice taken for a certain problern will probably not have a really significant in

fluence on the desired results at least for the problern investigated here, namely the 

homogenized reactivity equivalent cross sections for the SAC to be used eventually 

for whole core calculation of SPX-1. 

3.2 Homogenization of the Control Rads 

After having obtained the bare rod worths for the lower and upper SAG, we now have 

to produce equivalent homogeneaus cross sections to be used as input for the final 

whole core calculations. The general strategy to do this has already been described in 

section 2; we now present the details, starting with the computation of "first estimate" 

cross sections, followed by the adjustment procedure using the transport SAC reacti

vities as a reference. 
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3.2.1 Calculation of First Estimate Homogeneaus Cross Sections. 

To obtain a first set of homogenized macroscopic cross sections, we apply the multi

group neutranies code KAPER4 /9/, which solves the one-dimensional integral trans

port equation with isotropic scattering (using the transport approximation) by a 

collision probability formalism. With the nuclear data library KFKINR /"10/ as basis, 

neutron fluxes are calculated in 26 energy groups for a cylindrical singularity. Het

erogeneity-corrected homogeneaus cross sections are then produced in a similar way 

as in the old supereell model; however, in the new supereell model the control rod re

gions are represented somewhat differently. ln both the lower and the upper SAG 

cases, the absorbers are described by rings, with areas equalling those of the eight 

and four pins, respectively, and with material compositions as in the TWODANT cal

culations. The steel sheath surrounding the control rod is not explicitly taken into ac

count, but via replacing the· sodium by a homogeneaus mixture of foliower and sheath 

material. Sketches of the rod models are given in Fig. 9. As in the earlier KfK-analysis 

(see section 2), the absorber cells are surrounded by a fuel annulus of 20 cm thick

ness, using a white boundary condition on its outer surface. 

Cross sections for the sodium foliower were produced using the same type of super

eell calculation. lt is important to note, however, that for sodium-followers - such as for 

low density regions in general - KAPER4 produces so-called effective diffusion coeffi

cients. Their use in place of the usual values D = 1/3 Lrr Ieads to a substantial im

provement in the treatment of axial neutron leakage in diffusion theory calculations. 

Thus, the treatment of the foliower configuration in diffusion calculations can be con

sidered sufficiently reliable. Errors in calculated rod worths observed later (see next 

section) can therefore be predominantly attributed to poor cross sections for the ab

sorber parts. 

lt should be mentioned that in accordance with the earlier method, the neutron fluxes 

and resulting homogenized cross sections are not calculated through an .eigenvalue 

search, but through a buckling iteration with a target eigenvalue of 1.0. 
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3.2.2 Adjustment of the Homogeneaus Cross Sections 

With the set of homogenized cross sections for the foliower and both SACs, again 

control rod worths are computed. Although the calculations are performed for the bare 

foliower and SACs (i.e. embedded in a large cylinder of core material with the same 

radius as in the reference transport model, cf. Fig. 3), this is done in close resem

blance to the final whole core calculations, in the following sense: (a) the diffusion 

code D3D/D3E is applied; (b) the same energy condensation scheme is used as in 

the whole core runs; (c) a coarse spatial mesh is chosen, with widths similar to the 

final ones; (d) the calculations are performed in three dimensions with a height ident

ical to that of the actual reactor core. 

The multiplication constants resulting from this "homogeneous diffusion model" are 

given in Table 4a and the reactivity differences between foliower and SAG in Table 4b 

(last lines for both cases), along with the corresponding values obtained using trans

port theory (first lines). lt is recognized that the reference rod worths are vastly over

estimated by the homogeneaus diffusion model results. Also displayed are 

multiplication constants and reactivity differences resulting from various intermediate 

calculations, passing step by step from the reference to the whole-core like runs, such 

that the influences of the various changes of the calculation types can be observeä 

separately. That is, entry (1) presents the results of the reference transport model cal

culations, as already given in Table 2. Entry (2) contains the results of a completely 

analogaus calculation (same geometry, material compositions, cross sections, etc.) 

performed in diffusion approximation. Entry (3) again refers to a diffusion calculation 

with the only difference that the geometry has been changed: The absorber sections 

are replaced by rings similarly as in the new supereell model of Fig. 9. At this point, it 

is interE?stin~ to note that the considerable rod worth discrepancies appearing in diffu

sion calculations when passing over to the ring model are not observed in transport 

theory; there, the differences are approximately half as large. ln entry (4), the foliower 

and rod regions are replaced by a homogeneaus area, with cross sections calculated 

with the KAPER4 code as described in the previous subsection. ln entries (5) and (6), 

transitions are performed from 26 to 4 energy groups, and from a fine to a coarse grid, 

respectively. All these entries refer to two-dimensional Re calculations with a constant 

buckling of 8.62 x 1 0·4 cm·2 to account for the axial leakage. The finite height (1 00 cm) 
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is finally taken into account in entry (7), which displays the results of a three-dimen

sional R8Z diffusion calculation. 

The differences of the rod worths resulting from the diffusion approximation, homo

genization, energy group condensation, spatial grid coarsening, and transition to three 

dimensions, as weil as the sums of these effects altogether, are compiled in Table 4c. 

lt is seen that the main contributions to the discrepancies between the reference and 

the whole-core like results arise from the diffusion approximation, and, to a smaller de

gree, from the homogenization of the cross sections. The remaining differences are al

mest negligible, and so is the Sn-order effect in the reference calculations which had 

been addressed in subsection 3.1.3. 

From the preceding discussion it is evident that a diffusion calculation of the form de

scribed above is not adequate for the whole core s(tuation without further modification, 

due to the inability to produce reliable results for a much simpler arrangement. Since it 

is not possible, at the present Ievei of computational methods available, to perform the 

whole core calculations at a similarly high numerical Ievei as the reference calcula

tions, appropriate changes have to be made such that the low Ievei of the homogene

aus diffusion calculations is retained, but its accuracy and reliability are improved. 

An obvious method to improve the results of the diffusion calculations is to adequately 

modify the input homogeneaus cross sections. This is done in such a way that, the ref

erence rod worths are reproduced by the homogeneaus diffusion model calculations. 

That means that all the influences l,eading to the discrepancies between the hetero

geneaus transport and the homogeneaus diffusion results are compensated by using 

equivalent homogeneaus macroscopic cross sections. Because these diffusion cal

culations are performed on the same numerical Ievei as the final whole core calcula

tions, it is supposed that these cross sections are also appropriate to be used as input 

for the SAG cells in the final runs. 

Since the rod worths in the homogeneaus approximation are too large in comparison 

with the reference transport model values, the absorption components in the cross 

sections have to be diminished. This should be done in a physically reasonable way, 

i.e. the set of cross sections should be consistent. To ensure this, we generate new 

cross sections through homogenization of a physically possible heterogeneaus ar

rangement, by again employing the collision probability code KAPER4 as was de-
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scribed for the new supereell model in subsection 3.2. i, with modified input data. ln 

order to introduce as little arbitrariness as possible, we leave the once chosen ge

ometries unchanged and alter the material compositions only. Thus, a decrease of the 

reactivities of the control rods can be achieved by reducing the boron carbide con

centrations in the absorber regions below their actual values. This is done indepen

dently for the lower and upper SACs. The homogenized cross sections generated in 

this way are used again as input for the homogeneaus diffusion model calculations 

described above. The absorber concentrations finally chosen are fixed by requiring 

that the rod worths obtained within the homogeneaus diffusion calculations agree with 

the reference transport model values. 

ln Fig. 10, it is shown how a reduction of the boron carbide concentration influences 

the reactivity differences between s.9dium foliower and control rods in the homogene

aus diffusion model. The ·concentrations are normalized ·to the actual ones. Also 

plotted are the reference rod worths from the detailed transport calculations. The inter

sections of the curves with these horizontal lines indicate the absorber concentrations 

required for generating the desired homogeneaus cross sections. 1t can be seen that 

the boron carbide has to be diluted to 62 % of its original amount for the lower SAC 

and to 48 % for the upper SAC. To get an impression of the influence of the reduction 

of the boron carbide concentration on the homogenized macroscopic cross sections, 

we display in Table 5 the corresponding numbers, calculated within four energy 

groups, for the lower SAC before and after the modification (1 00 % I 62 % B4C). Es

pecially in group 4, it is obvious that the homogenized effective capture cross section 

is not reduced by the same amount as the absorber concentration. This is due to the 

fact that with reduced absorber concentration, the spatial flux depression becomes 

less pronounced so that the effectiveness of the inner parts of the absorbers in

creases, and correspondingly the effective specific macroscopic capture cross section 

(per absorber atom) increases, too, so that the reduction of the effective capture cross 

section is not as pronounced as the associated reduction of the absorber concentra

tion. 

Obviously, by reducing the boron carbide concentration, the total density inside the 

absorber pins is reduced also, which decreases the macroscopic cross sections. This 

decrease of the transport cross section reduces the optical thickness and the trans

parency of the absorber region. One cannot exclude a priori that such a change of the 

neutron mean free path in certain ranges of the control rod could have some influence 
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on its overall characteristic nuclear parameters, like e.g. the reactivity worth. There

fore, we have performed supplementary calculations by reducing the boron-1 0 enrich

ment instead of the boron carbide concentration, such that the total amount of boron 

as weil as carbon remains constant. lt was found that this procedure does not produce 

any significant changes of the results. Hence, we conclude that the reduction of the 

boron carbide concentration is appropriate for our present purpose. 
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4 RESUL TS OF THE WHOLE CORE DIFFUSION 

CALCULATIONS FOR SPX-1 

The homogeneaus macroscopic SAG cross sections thus generated are employed 

now to perform calculations for the fully loaded power production SPX-1 core in diffu

sion approximation. As already mentioned, a rather coarse discretization of the energy 

and space variables is used, namely four energy groups and seven mesh points per 

unit hexagon. The remaining cross sections needed for establishing the input data set 

(core elements, blanket elements, etc.) were taken from earlier homogenization cal

culations /2/. The cross sections for the main control system SGP have been gener

ated recently in a similar way as for the secondary shut-down system /19, 20/. 

According to the homogenization procedure described above, the SAG cross sections 
' ' . 

already contain a large part of the correc.tions usually required as a consequence of 

the coarse energy and space discretization; therefore, any additional corrections to 

account for these effects arenot necessary in our present approach. 

We have computed reactivities in two and three spatial dimensions. The two-dimen

sional calculations merely serve to demonstrate how the rod worths in the whole core 

arrangement change with decreasing boron concentration. ln this case, the D3D/D3E 

code is run separately for the lower and the upper SAG, since in two-dimensional hex

agonal geometry the axial structure cannot be taken into account. ln Fig. 11, the ratios 

of the reactivity differences between the arrangements with inserted and withdrawn 

SAG rods at 1 00 % and those at. varying B4G concentration are displayed at critical 

SGP insertion depth. (For the two-dimensional runs, "critical SGP insertion depth" 

actually means that the absorber content of the homogeneaus SGP mixture has been 

reduced from its actual value by such an amount that the multiplication constant 

equals unity when no SAG rod is present.) These curves can be compared with the 

G/E value (ratio of calculated to measured reactivity worth) resulting from the old cal

culations, which is also shown in Fig. 11. lt is recognized that with the "best" con

centrations of 62 % for the lower and 48 % for the upper SAG, the calculated ratios 

come close to the old C/E ratio, which means that with our new cross sections the 

original discrepancies between the computed and the measured SAG rod worths can 

be approximately compensated. 
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ln Table 6, we finally present the results of the fully three-dimensional whole core 

diffusion calculations. The computed reactivities of the secondary shut-down system 

are again compared with the measured values for the same SCP insertion depths as 

in Table 1. We observe an essential improvement in reproducing the experimental re

activities as compared with the earlier calculations. With the new homogenized SAG 

cross sections, the original discrepancies between the computed and the measured 

reactivities of approximately 20% are reduced to 1 % for critical and 2 % for full SCP 

insertion depth. We again note that these results have been obtained by using a 

rather coarse space and energy discretization and without explicitly applying any 

corresponding corrections, according to the philosophy that the corrections necessary 

for compensating the mesh and condensation effects are already performed implicitly 

by our choice of the procedure to derive homogeneaus macroscopic cross sections. 
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5 CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE USED BUCKLING 

ln the reference transport model calculations, only horizontal cuts through the control 

rod parts were modelled in detail, whereas their finite heights could not be properly 

taken into account since the TWODANT code does not provide the capability of a full 

treatment of three-dimensional problems. Rather, the macroscopic cross sections 

were modified with buckling corrections. This buckling was determined from diffusion 

calculations, in such a way that the axial leakage is approximately taken into account 

within the framewerk of the diffusion approximation. lt is not a priori evident, however, 

that the resulting buckling value is equally weil suited for transport calculations. Fur

thermore, a global, i.e. material- and energy-independent buckling was used for the 

complete arrangement under consideration (singularity and surrounding core zone), 

assuming the same value for the foliower and absorbe~ singularities. The buckling va-. .· . . . 

Iues may have some influence on th~ magnitude of. the reactivity effect caused by re

placing the foliower by an absorber. This influence results from the fact that for an 

accurate determination of such type of reactivity worths it is of crucial importance to 

approximate the neutranie weight of the singularity acceptably for both cases, i.e. the 

foliower and the absorber configuration. Due to the low absorption cross section of the 

foliower material, the axial leakage - represented by corresponding buckling values -

has a dominant influence on the neutranie weight of the singularity for the foliower 

configu ration. 

To obtain buckling values which are more suited for our purposes, one could imagine 

the following refined method, which was investigated in a secend step of our studies. 

As a first step, transport calculations are performed for a cylindrical arrangement con

sisting of fuel material only (with the same radius as in the reference transport model 

calculations for foliower and SACs, and vacuum outer boundary conditions, see Fig. 

3). These calculations are performed (a) in RZ geometry with a core height of 1 00 cm 

and vacuum boundary conditions on the horizontal surfaces, and (b) in Re geometry 

using buckling modified macroscopic cross sections. The buckling is adjusted by re

quiring that both calculations yield identical multiplication constants, leading to a nu

merical value of 82 = 8.36 x i 0-4 cm·2 , not much deviating from the one originally used 

(8.62 x 10-4 cm·2), which was derived from diffusion calculations. 
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Then, TWODANT calculations are performed for the sodium foliower and the control 

rod singularities, again in RZ and Re geometries. Forthis purpose, simplified cylinder 

symmetrical rod models (similar as in the new supereell model, cf. Fig. 9, but with an 

outer radius of the fuel zone of about 120 cm) are established, which is necessary for 

using RZ geometry. ln the Re cases, material dependent bucklings BF2 and B5
2 are 

used, being different for the fuel zone and the singularity. The numerical values are 

determined by the following two requirements: 

a) the multiplication constants agree for the RZ and Re calculations; 

b) the ratios between ~s• the flux summed over energy groups and averaged 

over the singularity region, and ~F• the flux summed over energy groups and 

averaged over the fuel region, agree for the RZ and Re calculations. 

Fortunately, it turns out.that the value obtained for the cylinder consisting of fuel only 

can be kept as buckling for the fuel region in each case; by adjusting the bucklings for 

the singularity regions both requirements a) and b) can be satisfied simultaneously 

with sufficient accuracy. 

The bucklings resulting for the singularities are given in Table 7; it can be seen that for 

all cases the values for the singularities differ appreciably from the value for the fuel 

material. Also shown are the multiplication constants, the reactivity worths against the 

sodium follower, and the fluxes ~s and ~F• averaged over the singularity and the fuel 

regions, respectively, as weil as their ratio. 

The results given in Table 7 were determined with S4 calculations. lt should be men

tioned that by increasing the Sn order to 16, the results for the rod worth do not 

change substantially. (Furthermore, one could imagine to derive group- or even group

and space-dependent buckling values by analogaus procedures which are somehwat 

more complicated. We have disregarded such possibilities since the described simple 

treatment turned out to be sufficient for our purpose). 

Finally, it is assumed that the bucklings obtained for the ring-shaped singularities can 

be taken over for the reference transport model displayed in Fig. 3. This seems rea

sonable since the amounts of coolant (as weil as absorber) are equal for both the sim

plified and the detailed models. This argument is supported by the fact that the 
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buckling value is of particular importance for the coolant regions (and of smaller im

portance for the absorber parts) so that it is reasonable to attribute the same buckling 

values to the coolant sections of all models. 

The results of the reference transport model calculations with macroscopic cross sec

tians modified according to these material dependent bucklings are also given in 

Table 7. A rise of the reactivity differences between foliower and SAC as compared 

with our original "reference" rod worth is observed. This rise in turn causes an in

crease of the adjusted boron carbide concentrations to be used for generating equiv

alent homogenized cross sections (75% of the actual value for the lower and 62% for 

the upper SAC, as can be seen from Fig. 10 by replacing the reference values, which 

resulted in "best" concentrations of 62% for the lower and 48% for the upper SAC, by 

those displayed in Table 7). 

From these findings we conclude that the concept of a material-independent buckling 

is not completely adequate in the form as it was used in our reference transport model. 

(see subsection 3.1 .2). At this point, one has to note that for deriving DB2 the unmod

ified transport cross section or the correlated diffusion constant as calculated with 

GRUCAL was used. lt is known, however, that the use of modified transport cross 

sections generated with KAPER4 in the supereell option for neutronically thin media 

substantially improves the description of the leakage conditions in diffusion calcula

tions. Therefore, we have produced macroscopic cross sections for the sodium fol

Iower according to a material-independent buckling of 8.36 x 10-4 cm-2 , using the 

KAPER4 instead of the GRUCAL transport cross sections. This yields a reactivity dif

ference of 711.8 pcm between the fuel cylinder and the foliower in a two-dimensional 

S4 transport calculation. To obtain this value, direction-dependent macroscopic trans

port cross sections had been generated with KAPER4 (cf. Ref. /9/, p. 51}, and the 

illlliU transport cross section I: tr.ax from this KAPER4 run was then used to establish 

the axialleakage term in the two-dimensional transport calculation. lt turned out, how

ever, that in this case the distinction of the axial and radial directions has only a minor 

influence on the result for the reactivities: using the direction-independent transport 

cross section, the reactivity difference between fuel and foliower is 704.5 pcm. 

lt should be mentioned that the KAPER4 cross sections were homogenized over the 

regions of the foliower and the surrounding steel sheath, and accordingly, in the corre

sponding transport calculation a mixture of sodium and steel was used for both the fol-
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lower and the sheath regions. When the individual regions are described separately, 

however, the multiplication constant is hardly influenced, yielding a reactivity differ

ence of 705.4 pcm with the axial KAPER4 transport cross section used for deriving 

082
• The results obtained with the different treatments of the foliower and sheath re

gions, and with different types of buckling corrections are compiled in Table 8. 

When using the GRUCAL transport cross sections for performing the buckling correc

tion, the reactivity worth is 909.1 pcm. Comparing with the reactivity difference of 

718.3 pcm resulting from the RZ model, which can be determined from Table 7, 

shows sufficient agreement between the reactivity differences in the RZ and the Re 

model with a material-independent buckling on the basis of the KAPER4 transport 

cross sections, confirming the adequacy of the refined method described above. ln a 

preliminary step, we had verified the suitability of such a treatment for one-dimen

sional models, i.e. for Bax2 = 0, assuming an infinite extension of the configuration in 

the axial direction. 

However, it should be noted that the modelling of the SAC control rod is not yet com

pletely satisfying with both of the methods described, since the presence of other ab

sorbers or structure materials above or below the SAC partunder consideration is not 

accounted for. At present, we cannot satisfactorily treat this problem, since this would 

require the use of an appropriate fully three-dimensional transport code, with the ca

pability to model the internal structure of the SAC in sufficient detail, cf. Fig. 1. 

We have finally calculated homogenized macroscopic cross sections with effective 

boron concentrations of 75 % and 62 % of the actual value for the lower and the 

upper SAC, respectively. Using these cross sections as input for the SAC control rods, 

three-dimensional whole-core diffusion calculations were performed as described in 

section 4. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 9. One observes that 

with respect to Table 6, calculated rod worths now increased by approx. 9 %, and that 

therefore the previously very favourable agreement between theory and experiment is 

somewhat deteriorated. Although C/E ratios now range from 1.06 to 1.1 0, it is import

ant to note that even with the use of these cross sections, a substantial improvement 

is still obtained with respect to the earlier SPX-1 calculations on the basis of actual ab

sorber concentrations, where C/E ratios ranged from 1.17 to 1 .23 /20/. 
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6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

We have presented an improved approach for the numerical evaluation of control rod 

reactivity worths in fast sodium cooled nuclear reactors. While BELGONUCLEAIRE 

(BN) had already successfully used this method for the prediction of the worth of the 

main control system SCP (systeme de commande principale) in SUPERPHENIX-1 

(SPX-1 ), lt was now applied to the control rods of the secondary shut-down system 

SAC (systeme d'arret complementaire) of the same reactor. The important aspect of 

the present GRS/KfK evaluation is in that the geometry of the SAC absorbers is much 

more heterogeneou~ than that of the formerly treated SCP absorbers and that the 

present work therefore represents a much more rigorous test of the new method. 

The motivation for the development o_f this new method was the following: Whole core 

reactor analysis calculations for the prediction"of control -rod worths are usually run in 

diffusion theory, using a relatively coarse mesh grid and nuclear cross sections con

densed to few energy groups. Rod worths obtained from such calculations are conse

quently affected by a number of so-called 'approximation'-errors and a-posteriori 

corrections for transport, condensation, and mesh-size effects are applied to render 

the results more trustworthy. Unlike transport corrections on rod worths, which were 

always found to be rather insensitive to rod positions and individual rod configurations, 

condensation and mesh-size corrections are strongly configuration dependent and 

have to be re-assessed for each rod pattern. After running through this elaborate 

standard calculation procedure, the SPX-1 analysis showed that control rod worths 

were substantially overestimated with C/E ratios ranging from 1.17 to 1.23, while 

representative earlier experiments had given values between 1.00 and 1.1 0 /2,3/. For 

cores of !arger fissile diameter a trend had been found towards the upper end of this 

spectrum of values, whereas for smaller cores C/E ratios were close to unity or even 

somewhat below. The principal reason for the particularly substantial overprediction of 

control rod worths in SPX-1 was found to lie in the standard method of producing ho

mogeneous cross sections for the control rod absorbers, in which subregion cross 

sections of a simplified cylindrical model of the absorber are averaged via flux-volume 

weighting. Weighting fluxes are taken from a 'supercell' calculation in 1 D radial ge

ometry (absorber in the centre of a fuel cylinder) using the collision probability code 

KAPER4. The inadequacy of this procedure in the case of SPX-1 is a consequence of 

the extremely heterogeneaus structure of its control rods, the complex absorption be-
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haviour of which is unlikely to be properly accounted for by a cylindrical model, where 

the choice of the material distribution was solely ruled by geometrical considerations. 

Although over the years, mainly in the UK /4/ and in Japan /7/ more sophisticated 

schemes have been developed for the preparation of more reliable homogenized ab

sorber cross sections, most of these still rely an cylindricalised absorber models and 

thus to a certain extent an the arbitrary choice of the evaluator. Apart from the fact 

that the special codes used in this context were unavailable to SN and GRS/KfK, it 

was not considered useful to still adhere to cylindrical models. A new simple approach 

was therefore developed which could rely an existing computer codes, especially an a 

transport code in R8-geometry, which allowed a realistic modelling of the absorber 

Iayout. 

The basic idea behind this new approach was to produce and adjust a set of homo

geneous absorber cross sections in such a way that a calculation using these cross 

sections would give the same reactivity effect relative to a sodium foliower as a so

called 'reference' calculation in which the internal structures of this absorber are mo

delled as precisely as possible. Particularly attractive seemed the idea of running the 

calculation using the homogeneaus cross sections an a Ievei corresponding tothat of 

the standard whole core analysis calculations (few-group diffusion with coarse 

meshes); the 'reference' calculation, however •. in transport theory and with a fine ener

getic and spatial resolution. lmposing equality. of the reactivity effects would then re

sult in adjusted homogeneous· cross sections that da not only account for absorber 

heterogeneity (obviously only in ·a global reactivity-oriented way and not in a micro

scopic picture), but also for the effects of energy group condensation and coarse 

mesh spacing. A use of such cross sections in the standard analysis calculations 

would therefore substantially facilitate rod worth predictions since a-posteriori correc

tions would become largely obsolete. 

Since the 'reference' calculations form the basis of the present cross section adjust

ment, they should resemble experimental reality as closely as possible. ln particular 

the control rod in its detailed representation should be exposed to a realistic flux spec

trum and profile. ln practice, however, only part of these different requirements can 

actually be satisfied: ln the case of the SPX-1 control rods it was found that the inter

nal absorber structures could best be modelled in R8-geometry, while the global reac

tor grid has triangular (hexagonal) geometry. Since the deterministic codes used by 
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GRS/KfK do not allow a mixing of different types of geometry (as do Monte Carlo 

codes) one was forced to simplify the core surrounding the control rod of interest. As a 

compromise, the control rod absorber or sodium follower, respectively, were therefore 

simply inserted into a bare fuel cylinder. 

lt is worth noting that even if the interior of the control rod had been amenable to a de

scription in hexagonal or triangular geometry, the deterministic codes in use would 

have required an extension of the fine mesh grid, basically necessary only for a suffi

cient spatial resolution of the absorber, to the whole reactor, leading to intolerable 

computer space and time requirements. This undesired high spatial resolution in re

gions where it is largely irrelevant could only be avoided by application of specially 

tailored codes, which have particular options for taking into account the internal struc

ture of a control rod subassembly, either directly or by simulating it, e.g. by suitably 

chosen internal boundary conditions or by equivalent special response matrices. 

A more severe Iimitation arose from the unavailability of a suitable 30 transport code. 

This had the consequence that in the 'reference' calculations radial and azimuthal de

tails of the internal absorber structures could be weil represented, axial composition 

variations, however, could not be accounted for (see Fig.i ). While in the case of the 

SCP-absorber and of the sodium follower, axial neutron propagation could be suffi

ciently weil described by a suitable axial buckling as both have uniform axial material 

distributions, this method becomes extremely questionable in the case of the present

ly investigated SAG-absorbers. These consist of a 'train' of axially articulated absorber 

units with two different types of absorber arrangements. As such axial material vari

ations could not be directly modelled, it was decided to run two individual 'reference' 

calculations, one for each type of SAC absorber unit, thus representing horizontal cuts 

through the SAC absorber at different heights. ln these calculations the existence of 

axial heterogeneities was thus neglected and axial neutron leakage again described 

by a global axial buckling. 

The next step was to produce homogeneaus absorber cross sections following the 

standard procedure. Using cylindricalized models of the two types of SAC absorber 

units, homogeneous, direction-independent cross sections were produced for each of 

the models annular subzones. For each of the two absorber units, these subregion 

cross sections were combined by flux-volume weighting to give one set of homogen

ized cross sections for this particular absorber unit. The weighting fluxes were taken 
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from one-dimensional supereell calculations performed with a collision probability code 

in which the cylindricalized models of the two absorber types were implanted into a 

fuel cylinder with reflective outer boundary. A third supereell calculation was run to 

produce cross sections for the sodium-follower. lt is important to note that although, 

here again, homogeneaus cross sections were produced on the basis of cylindrical 

models, these cross sections only represent a first guess and willlater be modified. 

Using the so obtained homogeneaus cross sections, the reactivity worth of the two 

SAG absorber units relative to a sodium-follower was determined in the same simple 

cylindrical arrangement as in the reference calculations (central absorber or foliower in 

a fuel cylinder). To include transport, condensation and mesh corrections in the in

tended cross section adjustment, these homogeneaus calculations were run on the 

Ievei of the whole core analysis calculations, i.e in diffusion theory using few energy 

groups and a coarse mesh grid. lt was found that these homogeneaus rod worths 

were significantly greater than the worths found in the 'reference' calculations. 

To obtain absorber cross sections with the proper absorbing strength or the correct 

neutranie weight of the central region of the arrangement, the production of the homo

geneous cross sections was re-run and iteratively repeated with artificially reduced 

boron carbide concentrations until the homogeneaus calculations reproduced the 'ref

erence' rod worths. lt was found that the necessary absorber concentration reductions 

were similarly substantial as that found by BN /20/ for the SGP-rods (56.5% of the 

original density): SAG upper link absorber: 48%, SAG lower link absorber: 62%. 

A new campaign of SPX-1 whole core analysis calculations was then launched, in 

which these new adjusted homogeneaus cross sections were used for the SAG con

trol rods. lt should be noted that in cantrast to the SGP-rods, where the adjusted ho

mogeneous cross sections were used over the full radial and axial extension of the 

absorbers, the different axial absorber units of the SAG-rods were 'filled' with their 

individually associated homogeneaus cross sections. Structural parts between the dif

ferent absorber units used simple unadjusted homogeneaus cross sections. 

The new calculations produced G/E ratios for the SAG rods close to unity, and thus 

similar to the SGP rod worth predictions found with the adjusted cross sections of BN 

and in good global agreement with earlier experiment analyses. 
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ln the previously described evaluation, the axial leakage in the Re 'reference' calcula

tions was treated by a representative axial buckling Ba/· For both, the foliower and ab

sorber cases, the usual homogeneaus diffusion constant 0 was used to determine the 

leakage contribution 0Bax2• 

As an alternative method to derive 'reference' reactivity worths from 20 transport cal

culations, the sodium foliower or one of the absorbers were placed into the centre of 

an RZ model. Reactivity worths obtained in this way were found to differ from those 

originally calculated. Supplementary studies then showed that a use of direction de

pendent diffusion constants, in particular Oax from KAPER4 for the axial direction of 

the Re models Ieads to an improved agreement of the 'reference' reactivity worths de

duced from Re and RZ transport calculations, but resulted in higher 'reference' worths 

than the previous evaluation. This i~ .. due to the fact that the neutranie weight of the 

foliower region changes when using Oax Bax2 · instead of the ·usual 0Bax2 • As a conse

quence of the now obtained higher 'reference' worths, the absorbers in the homo

geneous cross section production had to be less diluted to match the 'reference' 

worths (upper SAG absorber: 62%, lower SAG absorber: 75%) and consequently G/E 

ratios for the SAG absorbers increased to values between 1.06 and 1. i 0, depending 

on the insertion state of the SGP-rods. Although this result somewhat deteriorated the 

consistency with the G/E ratios found for the SGP-rods, one has to see that the Iayout 

of the SAG rods is much more complicated. ln the case of the SAG-rads, the different 

approximations introduced in the present approach might therefore weil have a more 

severe impact on the reliabilityof the results. 

ln a more global view, one finds that even the increased SAG G/E ratios still fit very 

weil into the range of earlier observed C/E ratios between 1.0 and 1.1; in particular as 

!arge cores always showed a trend towards the upper end of this range /2,3/. 

Putting finally the new approach presented here into a more general perspective, one 

should not forget that despite the very favourable results obtained with respect to the 

first SPX-1 analysis using standard methods, the present cross sections are the result 

of a relatively crude adjustment procedure involving substantial simplifications of the 

realistic experimental situation: ln the reference transport calculations, e.g. the ab

sorbers in question were embedded into the centre of a clean fuel region without any 

spectral perturbations from other control rods or zone boundaries and without a radial 
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flux gradient to whieh aff-eentre rods in a real reaetor are exposed. Obviously, even 

the existing advaneed methods mentioned before suffer from this shorteoming. The 

question therefore arises, how weil parameters like neutranie 'albedo' and 'trans

pareney' in differently distorted flux speetra and profilas ean really be tuned into the 

homogenized eross seetions of a simple supereell model and what the role of eom

pensating errors might be. 

Furthermore, the present method assumes the eorreetness of the sodium foliower 

eross seetions and subjeets therefore only the absorber eross seetions to an adjust

ment proeedure. Although the use of adequately modified diffusion eoeffieients /21/ for 

the sodium followers does indeed justify this assumption to a large extent, residual er

rors in the treatment of foliower neutron leakage will persist in whole eore ealeulations. 

These residual errors, however, are expeeted to be small and the faet that they are 

'tuned' into the absorber eross seetlons is unlikely to have a severe impaet on the 

present results. 

ln eonelusion we might state that although the present new approaeh to produee ho

mogeneous eross seetions for strongly heterogeneaus eontrol rod absorbers is based 

on a substantial number of simplifying assumptions, its sueeessful use in the SPX-1 

analysis suggests further validation in other experiments and a tentative applieation 

for design Ievei ealeulations of future reaetors. 
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APPENDIX: LIST OF USED NUMERICAL PROGRAMMES 

ln this Appendix, we give a briet survey of the mainly used computer codes with re

spect to their application in the present investigation. 

A. TWODANT 

Features: 

Utilization: 

Input: 

Output: 

B. KAPER4 

Features: 

Utilization: 

Input: 

Output: 

C. 03D/03E 

Features: 

Two-dimensional transport code in XY -, RZ-, and Re-geometry 

Re-version for detailed control rod models. 

Geometry and macroscopic cross sections. 

Multiplication constants and neutron fluxes. 

One-dimensional collision probability code in cylindrical and slab ge

ometry. Isotropie scattering is assumed using the transport approx

imation. 

Cylindrical supereell option, i.e. for a cylindrical singularity in core ma

terial. 

Geometry, particle number densities, and microscopic cross sections 

(KFKINR-Iibrary). 

Macroscopic cross sections, homogenized over the singularity, tobe 

used as input for diffusion calculations. 

Three-dimensional diffusion code in XYZ·, R8Z·, and hexagonai-Z

geometry. 
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Utilization: 

Input: 

Output: 

D. Others 

GRUCAL: 

SIGMUT: 

SIGMNC: 

DIXY2: 

RE>Z-version for detailed and homogeneaus control rod models and 

hexagonai-Z-version for whole core calculations. 

Geometry and macroscopic cross sections. 

Multiplication constants and neutron fluxes. 

Generation of effective (resonance self-shielded) microscopic and 

macroscopic cross sections from particle number densities and group 

cross sections. 

Cross section library management and generation of buckling modi

fied macroscopic cross sections. 

Condensation of macroscopic cross sections. 

Two-dimensional diffusion code with mesh-edged discretization 

XY-, RZ-, or RE>-geometry and associated evaluation routines, used 

for supplementary diffusion calculations to determine bucklings. 
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Table 1 

SAC reactivity worths measured and calculated using cross sections determined with 

the old supereell modal, at (a) critical, (b) full SCP insertion depth. 

~Pmeas (pcm) ~Pcalc (pcm) ~Pcald ~Pmeas 

(a) 1039 1249 1.20 

(b) 1191 1392 1.17 
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Table 2 

Multiplication constants for sodium foliower and SAGs resulting from the reference 

transport model (26 energy groups, GRUGAL cross sections, 82 = 8.62 x 1 o-4 cm-2) 

and corresponding reactivity differences between foliower and SAG . 

k-eff .1p (pcm) 

Na-Follower 0.959853 

Lower SAG 0.948121 1289 

Upper SAG 0.944801 1660 
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Table 3 

Multiplication constants and reactivity differences from the reference transport model 

(4 energy groups, GRUGAL cross sections, B2 = 8.62 x 1 o·4 cm·2) and corresponding 

diffusion calculations. 

k-eff ~P (pcm) 

transport diffusion transport diffusion 

Na-Foliower 0.962797 0.958867 

Lower SAG 0.950914 0.944752 1298 1558 

Upper SAG 0.947527 0.940657 1674 2019 
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Table 4 

Results of various calculations going from the reference transport calculation to the 

whole-core oriented diffusion calculation: (a) multiplication constants k-eff; (b) reactivity 

differences between foliower and SAG; (c) differences of rod worths between different 

types of calculations. 

( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
( 7) 

Transport, broken ring, GRUCAL X-sect., 
Diffusion, broken ring, GRUCAL X-sect., 
Diffusion, closed ring, GRUCAL X- sect • , 

Diffusion, homogeneous, KAPER4 X-sect ., 

Diffusion, homogeneous, KAPER4 X-sect., 
Diffusion, homogeneous, KAPER4 X-sect., 
Diffusion, homogeneous, KAPER4 X-sect., 

Na-Follower 

(a) Multiplication constants 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 

(7) 

(b) Rod worths (pcm) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

(7) 

0.959853 
0.956907 
0.956907 
0. 955372 

0.957347 
0.957378 
0.957327 

(c) Rod worth differences (pcm) 

(2)- ( 1) 

( 3)- ( 2) 

(4)- ( 3) 

( 5)- (4) 

( 6)- ( 5) 

( 7)- ( 6) 

(7)- ( 1) 
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26 
26 
26 

26 
4 
4 
4 

grp, fine mesh, 2-D (REJ) 
grp, fine mesh, 2-D (REJ) 
grp, fine mesh, 2-D (REJ) 
grp, fine m~sh, 2-D (REJ) 
grp, fine mesh, 2-D (RG) 
grp, coarse mesh, 2-D (RG) 
grp, coarse mesh, 3-D (RGZ) 

Lower SAC Upper SAC 

0.948121 0.944801 
0.943271 0.939334 

0.943592 0.939970 
0.941214 0.937161 

0.943180 0.938947 
0.943076 0.938759 

0.942900 0.938556 

1289.2 1659.8 
1510.7 1955.0 

1474.6 1882.9 
1574.5 2034.0 

1569.0 2047.0 

1584.0 2071.7 

1598.3 2089.1 

221.5 295.3 
-36.1 -72.1 

99.9 151.1 
-5.5 13.0 

15.0 24.7 
14.3 17.5 

309.1 429.3 



Table 5 

Four-group macroscopic cross sections for the homogenized lower SAC with original 

and reduced boron carbide concentrations. Units for the cross sections are cm·1
• Re

duction factors for the capture cross section (i.e. the ratios between cross sections for 

original and reduced boron carbide concentrations) are also given. 

TYPE GROUP 100% B4C 62% B4C REDUCTION 
FACTOR 

CHI 1 5.70000E-01 5.70000E-01 
NUSF 1 o.o o.o 
SCAPT 1 3 .12764E-03 2.08385E-03 0.66627 
SFISS 1 o.o o.o 
SREM 1 2.28533E-02 2.01176E-02 
STR 1 B.00317E-02 7.45917E-02 
SM TOT 1 IN 1 8.62762E-02 7.88344E-02 
SM TOT 1 IN 2 1.84968E-02 1. 68089E-02 
SMTOT 1 IN 3 1.22436E-03 1.22051E-03 
SM TOT 1 IN 4 4.35182E-06 4.35242E-06 
CHI 2 3.35000E-01 3.35000E-01 
NUSF 2 o.o 0.0 
SCAPT 2 4.05147E-03 2.64456E-03 0.65274 
SFISS 2 o.o 0.0 
SREM 2 1.95905E-02 1.53157E-02 
STR 2 1.30177E-01 1.20084E-01 
SMTOT 2 IN 2 1.33010E-01 1.20185E-01 
SMTOT 2 IN 3 1.55350E-02 1.26672E-02 
SM TOT 2 IN 4 4.02158E-06 4.02334E-06 
CHI 3 9.39999E-02 9.39999E-02 
NUSF 3 o.o o.o 
SCAPT 3 1.74830E-02 1.17495E-02 0.67205 
SFISS 3 o.o o.o 
SREM 3 2.03071E-02 1.42007E-02 
STR 3 1.72622E-01 1. 59994E-01 
SM TOT 3 IN 3 1.62470E-01 1.47208E-01 
SMTOT 3 IN 4 2.82415E-03 2.45129E-03 
CHI 4 1. OOOOOE-03 1.00000E-03 
NUSF 4 0.0 o.o 
SCAPT 4 4.34512E-02 3.47514E-02 0.79978 
SFISS 4 o.o 0.0 
SREM 4 4. 34511E-02 3.47513E-02 
STR 4 2.78651E-01 2.68420E-01 
SM TOT 4 IN 4 2.75782E-01 2.66896E-01 

with: CHI group averaged fission spectrum 
SCAPT capture cross section 
SFISS fission cross section 
NUSF SFISS * average nurober of fission neutrons 
SREM removal cross section (absorption and 

downscattering) 
STR transport cross section 
SMTOT scattering cross section (no upscattering) 
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Table 6 

SAC reactivity worths measured and calculated with the new method at (a) critical, (b) 

full SCP insertion depth; the effective absorber concentrations are 62 %I 48 % for the 

lower/upper SAC. 

APmeas (pcm) APcatc (pcm) APcald APmeas 

(a) 1039. 1049 1.01 

(b) 1191 1164 0.98 
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Table 7 

Results of transport calculations for a core cylinder, sodium follower, and SAGs from 

different calculational models (RZ and Re geometry) as described in section 5. Given 

are the used bucklings BF2 and B5
2, the multiplication constants and corresponding 

reactivity differences, energy group summed fluxes $s and $F, averaged over singularity 

and fuel regions, and their ratio. The last entry of the table, denoted "ref.", refers to 

calculations with the reference transport model (cf. Fig. 3), however with different 

bucklings for the singularity and fuel regions (26 energy groups, GRUGAL cross 

sections). 

8 2 F B 2 s k-eff PNa·P <l>s ~F $s/$F 
(1 0"4cm"2) (pcm) 

E Fuel 0.972832 
ü 

-o Na-Follower 0.966081 5.9009-5 3.1190-5 1.8919 No 
a:..- Lower SAG 0.953108 1408.9 3.0042-5 3.0796-5 0.9755 II 

0 
Upper SAG 0.949649 1791.1 2.2394-5 3.0675-5 0.7300 I 

CD Fuel 8.36 - 0.972816 
a: Na-Follower 8.36 5.57 0.966073 2.3552-2 1.2479-2 1.8873 

Cl)g Lower SAG 8.36 4.54 0.953127 1405.9 1.2002-2 1.2323-2 0.9739 
a: ·c:: Upper SAG 8.36 4.54 0.949630 1792.3 8.9339-3 1.2274-2 0.7279 

cD~ Lower SAG 8.36 4.54 0.953041 1415.4 
a: =@.. Upper SAG 8.36 4.54 0.949362 1822.0 
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Table 8 

Results of transport calculations for a core cylinder and sodium foliower in RE> geom

etry with material-independent buckling as described in section 5. The foliower and 

sheath regions are described in different ways, and the buckling correction is derived 

from different types of transport cross sections. Given are the multiplication constants 

and corresponding reactivity differences (26 energy groups, 82=8.36 x 1 o·4 cm·2). 

treatment of 
082 derived with 

PtuerPNa 
k-eff 

Na and sheath regions (pcm) 

Q) 

GRUCAL-:L1r 0.972816 ::::l -
LL 

separate GRUCAL-:L1r 0.964287 909.1 
'-
(]) homogenized GRUCAL-l:tr 0.965385 791.2 :: 
.2 

KAP ER4-:L1r,ax 0.966185 705.4 0 separate 
LL 

I 

homogenized KAPER4-l:tr,ax 0.966125 711.8 m z 
homogenized KAPER4-:L1r 0.966194 704.5 
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Table 9 

SAC reactivity worths measured and calculated with the improved new method (see 

section 5) at (a) critical, (b) full SCP insertion depth; the effective absorber concen

trations are 75 % I 62 % for the lower/upper SAC. 

~Pmeas (pcm) ~Pcalc (pcm) ~Peak/ ~Pmeas 

(a) 1039 1148 1.10 

(b) 1191 1268 1.06 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (a) Horizontal cuts through the lower and upper parts of a SPX-1 complemen

tary shut-down system rod SAG. (b) Sketch of the axial structure of the SAG. Lengths 

are given in mm. 

Fig. 2. Models of both SAG parts used for the old KAPER4 analysis. Lengths are 

given in mm. 

Fig. 3. (a) Models of both SAG parts used for the transport reference calculations. 

Lengths are given in mm, angles in radians. lt should be noted that the explicit models 

used here and the associated cylindrical models of the present cross section produc

tion (Fig. 9) used a cylindricallzed. outer ~l'ubassembly diame.ter (90.83 m.m) that dif

fered somewhat from the one used in the former analysis (94.23 mm). While the latter 

was derived on the basis of the reactor pitch at 180°G (179.482 mm), the present 

work was simply based on the flat-to-flat dimension at 20°G: 173.0 mm. This simpli

fication is not considered to have a significant influence on the results of the present 

study. (b) Detailed sketch of the upper SAG with notations used in the text. 

Fig. 4. Gontour plots of the lower SAG neutron fluxes for one quadrant of the model of 

Fig. 3a, calculated with four-group transport theory. Numerical values of contour Ieveis 

are given in units of 1 0·3 cm·2· 

Fig. 5. Radial dependence of the lower SAG neutron fluxes for the model of Fig. 3a, 

calculated with four-group transport theory and corresponding diffusion approximation. 

Fig. 6. Radial dependence of foliower and SAG neutron fluxes for the model of Fig. 

3a, calculated with four-group transport theory. 

Fig. 7. Models of both SAG parts with a refined description of the absorber pins, used 

for supplementary transport calculations. 

Fig. 8. Gontour plots of the lower SAG neutron fluxes for one quadrant of the model of 

Fig. 7a, calculated with four-group transport theory. Numerical values of contour Ieveis 

are given in units of 1 0·3 cm·2, and are consistent with those of Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 9. Models of both SAC parts used for the new KAPER4 calculations for producing 

homogeneaus macroscopic cross sections. Lengths are given in mm. 

Fig. 1 0. Reactivity differences between sodium foliower and SACs for the homogene

aus diffusion model as a function of the boron carbide content of the SAC, calculated 

with diffusion approximation. 

Fig. 11. Variation of the reactivity differences beween sodium foliower and SACs with 

varying boron carbide concentration at critical SCP insertion depth from two-dimen

sional whole core diffusion calculations. 
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Fig. 1: CONTROL ROD GEOMETRY 
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Fig. 2: OLD SUPERCELL MODEL 
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Fig. 3: REFERENCE TRANSPORT MODEL 
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Fig. 7: REFINED TRANSPORT MODEL 
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Fig. 8: LOWER SAC (DETAILED REPRESENTATION), 4 GROUPS, TRANSPORT 
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Fig. 9: NEW SUPERCELL MODEL 
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Fig. 10: ROD WORTHS IN THE HOMOGENEOUS DIFFUSION MODEL 
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Fig. 11: 2-D WHOLE CORE DIFFUSION CALCULATION 
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